We consider the basic radius changing conformal interface for a free compact boson. After investigating different theoretical aspects of this object we focus on the fusion of this interface with conformal boundary conditions. At fractions of the self-dual radius there exist exceptional D-branes. It was argued in [1] that changing the radius in the bulk induces a boundary RG flow. Following [2] we conjecture that fusing the basic radius changing interface (that changes the radius from a fraction of the self-dual radius) with the exceptional boundary conditions gives the boundary condition which is the end point of the RG flow considered in [1] . By studying the fusion singularities we recover RG logarithms and see, in particular instances, how they get resummed into power singularities. We discuss what quantities need to be calculated to gain full non-perturbative control over the fusion.
Introduction
Conformal interfaces are one-dimensional objects that separate two two-dimensional conformal field theories: CFT 1 and CFT 2 . Conformal interfaces specify operators
acting between the state spaces of the theories 1 . The interface being conformal implies the relations (L (2) n −L
where L 
(1) n (1.3) the corresponding interface is called topological. Such interface can be moved freely in space without changing any correlation functions.
Folding along the interface line we obtain an alternative picture [20] in which the conformal interface is described as a conformal boundary condition in the tensor product CFT 1 ⊗ CFT 2 . In the case when CFT 1 is the same as CFT 2 the interface is called a defect 2 . A conformal boundary condition in CFT 1 can be considered as an interface between CFT 1 and a trivial CFT (whose state space contains only the vacuum).
Given a conformal interface (1.1) we can consider its fusion with a conformal boundary condition |B 1 ∈ H * 1 in CFT 1 . We put the interface on a semi-infinite cylinder placing it distance ǫ away from the end which is capped by the boundary state |B (see figure 1 below). We then send ǫ to zero subtracting a divergence: The result of the fusion is a conformal boundary state |O 21 • B 2 in CFT 2 . In (1. 4) we assume that the ǫ → divergence takes the form of an overall divergent factor e −d/ǫ where d is some constant whose role is similar to Casimir energy between two boundary 1 We put the dual space H * 2 as the target space because the images of conformal interfaces often have infinite norm but have finite overlaps with vectors from H2. 2 Often the interfaces between different CFT's are also called defects. In this paper we will use both terms judiciously.
conditions separated by distance ǫ. We will discuss the divergences associated with fusion in more detail later.
There is a number of interesting connections between interfaces and renormalisation group (RG) flows explored in the literature. In [3] it was shown that topological defects act on boundary RG flows. In [4] special topological defects were constructed whose fusion with a boundary condition that specifies a UV fixed point of a boundary RG flow gives the corresponding IR boundary condition. For the Kondo model flow the corresponding defect operator is a renormalised loop operator. RG flows are triggered by perturbations. It was proposed in [5] , [2] to look at interfaces obtained by perturbing the ultraviolet CFT UV on a half plane. This may trigger an RG flow on the interface itself. Following the resulting bulk plus boundary RG flow we obtain a particular conformal interface between CFT UV and CFT IR . In [6] an algebraic construction of such an interface was put forward for the ψ 13 -flows between neighbouring minimal models [7] . Such RG (or perturbation) interfaces must contain information about the bulk RG flows. Moreover, it was argued in [2] that fusing a bulk RG interface with a boundary condition |B in CFT UV gives the end point of a boundary RG flow triggered by the same bulk perturbation on |B . In [2] this proposal was tested for N = 2 supersymmetric flows between minimal models and in [8] , [9] further examples of supersymmetric flows were studied. Analogues of the RG interfaces of [5] , [2] for pure boundary RG flows were proposed in [10] where it was argued that they are represented by particular boundary condition changing operators.
The above relations thus concern pure boundary, pure bulk and coupled bulk plus boundary RG flows. In the present paper we are interested in a version of the proposal of [2] in which the bulk perturbation is exactly marginal but it does trigger a non-trivial boundary RG flow. We next discuss the general picture of such flows in more detail.
Suppose the couplings λ I are all exactly marginal bulk couplings that couple to operators φ I . We thus have a family of bulk CFT's: CFT λ I . Consider a conformal boundary condition with a boundary state |B 0 defined in the CFT 0 . If we perturb the bulk theory CFT 0 by a linear combination λ I φ I we may get additional divergences arising from collisions of operators φ I with the boundary. At the leading order the divergence comes from a bulk-to-boundary operator product expansion (OPE)
(1.5)
Here x is the coordinate transverse to the boundary, τ is the coordinate along the boundary, ψ i are boundary scaling fields in the theory specified by |B 0 . The coefficients B i I
are the bulk-to-boundary OPE coefficients. When the difference of bulk and boundary scaling dimensions ∆ I − ∆ i is greater than 1 we have a perturbation theory divergence near x = 0. When ∆ I − ∆ i = 1 the divergence is logarithmic and results in a universal term in the beta function for the boundary couplings µ i that couple to ψ i :
We imagine constructing a non-conformal boundary condition |B UV λ I in the deformed bulk CFT: CFT λ I by subtracting all boundary divergences by the corresponding boundary counter terms. These counterterms depend on λ I and will result in a beta function for the boundary couplings of the form
Here the first term β
contains µ i -independent terms which correspond to divergences arising from collisions of the bulk operators with the boundary specified by |B 0 . For example the term proportional to λ I λ J comes from simultaneous collisions of φ I and φ J at the boundary. While the leading term specified by the bulk-to-boundary OPE is universal the higher order terms in β i (0) depend on the subtraction scheme. The boundary condition |B UV λ I flows under the RG specified by (1.7). We flow out of the µ i = 0 point along the tangent vector specified by β i (0) (λ). The end point of the flow is some conformal boundary condition |B IR λ I in CFT λ I which may depend on β i (0) (λ) and thus on the subtraction scheme that specifies this part of the beta function. While the g-theorem [11] , [12] certainly applies along this boundary RG flow it is not of much use for us because we do not know from what value of the boundary entropy does the flow start 3 . This is the value of the boundary entropy s UV for |B UV λ I which in general we have no control over and which is different from the boundary entropy s 0 of |B 0 .
If we treat the bulk deformation infinitesimally then the flow is given by all terms in β i linear in λ I . This part of the beta function is free from ambiguities. The value of the boundary entropy s UV is only infinitesimally different from s 0 and since during the RG flow it changes a finite amount we can conclude that (for infinitesimal bulk deformations) the boundary entropy of |B IR λ I must be smaller than s 0 which is certainly a useful constraint.
In this paper we are specifically interested in the bulk induced boundary flow studied in [1] . The authors consider a free compact boson theory. The conformal boundary conditions in this theory were classified in [13] (see also [14] , [15] , [16] ). For a generic radius of compactness the only irreducible conformal boundary conditions with finite boundary entropy are the Dirichlet and Neumann ones. If the radius is a rational fraction of the self-dual radius there are additional conformal boundary conditions labelled by points on the SU(2) group manifold modded out by certain discrete subgroups [17] , [18] , [14] , [15] . In particular for the self-dual radius the general irreducible boundary condition (b.c.) is specified by an SU(2) group element. The Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions are contained in the SU(2) group manifold as two non-intersecting circles. These two circles are preserved by the bulk radius deformation. If we take a boundary condition away from these two circles and deform the bulk radius we get a boundary RG flow. In [1] these RG flows were studied infinitesimally in the bulk deformation. The g-theorem then predicts that (unless we initially have a Neumann b.c.) increasing the radius will trigger a flow that ends up at a single Dirichlet boundary condition while decreasing the radius we should end up at a single Neumann b.c. (unless we started from a Dirichlet one). In [1] the beta function was calculated at the linear order in the bulk coupling and to all orders in the boundary couplings. The resulting flow on the group manifold confirmed the predictions of the g-theorem. Note that there is always an instability (or discontinuity) at one of the special circles, e.g. when we increase the radius the circle of Neumann boundary conditions remains intact but any point near it will flow to a Dirichlet boundary condition.
In this paper we study the fusion of the basic radius-changing interface in the free boson theory with the exceptional boundary states |g , g ∈ SU(2) at the self-dual radius. This interface, which will be described in detail in section 2, can be obtained as a perturbation interface. We consider the free boson theory at the self-dual radius put on a semi-infinite cylinder with the boundary state put at the τ = 0 end. We then perturb part of the infinite cylinder τ < −ǫ by the radius changing operator ∂φ∂φ as depicted below The interface operator I (R←R s.d. ) we choose corresponds to a particular renormalisation prescription for the perturbation theory singularities that resolves collisions of the radius changing operators in the bulk (away from τ = −ǫ) and at the position of the interface: τ = −ǫ. The coupling constant λ is related to the value of the radius of compactness to the left of the interface (see formula (2.41) below). The distance ǫ serves as a regulator for divergences near the boundary at τ = 0. Sending ǫ to zero we will have to deal with new singularities. We see that the fusion singularities correspond to perturbation theory singularities treated in a particular way -we first deal with all collisions of the bulk operators away from the boundary (that is summarised in the interface operator) and then we treat the collisions with the boundary by sending ǫ to zero and subtracting the fusion divergences. In section 4 we will make this connection more direct by showing how the RG logarithms appear as fusion divergences. We conjecture then that the results of fusion of I (R←R s.d. ) with the boundary state |g is the end point of the boundary RG flow triggered by the bulk marginal perturbation with a particular β i (0) (λ). The scheme for dealing with multiple collisions near the boundary is fixed via the interface operator I (R←R s.d. ) and the regulator ǫ. The use of the interface operator in principle, if not in practice, allows us to study the flow for a finite value of the bulk coupling. For a generic value of R the available fixed points are superpositions of Dirichlet and Neumann branes. While we are not aware of an argument that would exclude a non-trivial superposition it seems to us most plausible that the end point of the RG flow for a finite deformation is the same as for the infinitesimal one considered in [1] . Our calculations presented in this paper support this conjecture.
To have control over the fusion process we need to have some idea of what type of singularities to expect. In general we expect the outcome of a fusion of an interface O 21 with a boundary state |B 1 to be a boundary state which can be decomposed into Ishibashi states |I 2 so that
where A I (ǫ) are some functions of ǫ which are singular at ǫ = 0 and the ellipsis stands for the terms vanishing in the limit ǫ → 0. In particular among the Ishibashi states |I 2 we have the one corresponding to the vacuum state |0 2 . We expect the corresponding amplitude A 0 to have an essential singularity
where g 0 and E 0 are constants. The reason for this is explained in [19] (see section 2.2 and Appendix A in particular). We can cut off the semi-infinite cylinder at τ = −L where we can put some local boundary condition. Sending ǫ to zero can then be viewed in the "open string" channel in which we quantise along the periodic direction σ. In that quantisation we have two local boundary conditions at τ = 0, −L and the interface put at τ = −ǫ. The energy levels are discrete as long as L is finite. The leading singularity at ǫ → 0 will come from the ground state energy E 0 in this channel which we can call the fusion Casimir energy. The dependence on the choice of the second boundary condition at τ = −L should disappear in the L → ∞ limit (the part of the Casimir energy independent of the interface O 21 goes as 1/L and vanishes in the limit). The same general reasoning however does not work for the amplitudes A I (ǫ) in other sectors. In particular for the fusion I (R←R s.d. )
• |g the fusion looks like
(1.11) where |0 R , |N, 0 R , |0, M R stand for the vacuum, Dirichlet-type and Neumann-type Ishibashi states respectively. We have singled out the essential singularities with the functions A N (ǫ), B N (ǫ) containing possible milder singularities or zeroes.
Note that for N = or M = 0, unlike in the vacuum case, we cannot ensure picking the correct momentum or winding sector by putting a local boundary condition at τ = −L end 4 . As there are no known examples in which the fusion amplitudes are calculated exactly and there is a non-trivial RG flow, it is not clear to us what kind of behaviour to expect for A N (ǫ), B N (ǫ). Part of the motivation for the present project is to investigate the general structure of (1.9). Regardless of these unknown singularities we expect the vacuum Ishibashi state |0 2 to be present in the fused boundary condition and therefore the subtraction given in (1.4) with d = E 0 still looks reasonable.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we discuss the basic radius changing interface I (R 1 ←R 2 ) from different perspectives -as a conformal interface, as an operator implementing a Bogolyubov transformation, as a perturbation interface and as an operator defining transport of operators under marginal deformation. In section 3 we discuss fusion of I (R 1 ←R 2 ) with conformal boundary conditions. After working out the simple cases of Neumann and Dirichlet branes as a warm up, we turn to fusion with exceptional boundary states. We work out what basic set of amplitudes needs to be computed to determine the fusion and find their representations in terms of traces of certain operators in chiral Fock spaces. In section 4 we present various perturbative calculations for these basic amplitudes. In section 5 we calculate non-perturbatively the vacuum fusion amplitude A 0 (ǫ) for R = ∞. We conclude with some brief comments in section 6. Some technical details are put into two appendices.
The radius changing interface
We consider a free compact boson φ(x, τ ) in two-dimensional space-time with action
We have identification φ ∼ φ + 2πR where R is the radius of compactness. We consider this theory on a circle of circumference 2π so that σ ∼ σ + 2π is the periodic coordinate and t is the (real) time variable. The mode expansion is
where the oscillator modes satisfy
Going to Euclidean time τ = it we obtain a theory on an infinite cylinder with τ being the coordinate along its axis. The zero modes p L , p R are quantised as
where N ∈ Z and M ∈ Z are momentum and winding quantum numbers. We denote the corresponding normalised U(1) primary states as |N, M R and the Fock spaces built on them as F N,M ;R . The complete state space is
Conformal interfaces between two free boson CFT's with radii R 1 and R 2 that preserve the U(1) symmetry were studied in [21] . They are represented either as operators 6) or in the folded picture ( [20] , [19] ) they can be described as D1-branes on a square twotorus with radii R 1 , R 2 . Such D1-branes are parameterised by two winding numbers and two Wilson line parameters. The basic radius changing interface is given by the D1 brane that winds around each basic cycle once and has trivial Wilson lines. This interface is called the deformed identity interface in [21] . The corresponding operator (2.6) is
Here a n ,ā n are the annihilation operators of H R 2 and b † n ,b † n are the creation modes of H R 1 which in (2.7) are understood to be acting on |N, M R 1 from the left. The coefficients C, S, g ϑ are
They can be expressed in terms of ϑ -the angle which the corresponding diagonally stretched D1-brane forms with a side of the two-torus
The overall coefficient g ϑ is the Affleck and Ludwig's g-factor [11] of I (R 1 ←R 2 ) .
I (R 1 ←R 2 ) and Bogolyubov transformation
A change of radius for a compact boson can be implemented by a Bogolyubov transformation. For the oscillator modes we have [22] 
where a n ,ā n correspond to the radius R 2 and a ′ n ,ā ′ n correspond to R 1 , and
The zero modes p L , p R are rotated as
where again the primed quantities correspond to R 1 and the unprimed ones to R 2 . The last two relations mean that the winding and momentum integers: N, M are invariant. The above identities between the modes stem from the gluing conditions on the fields φ and φ ′ set at t = 0:
In the folded picture these gluing conditions describe a D-brane on a two-torus stretched diagonally. It is clear then that the interface I (R 1 ←R 2 ) should encode the Bogolyubov transformation (2.10), (2.12). It can be checked directly that the operator I
given in (2.7) satisfies the relations
14)
The analogous relations for the zero modes also hold as I (R 1 ←R 2 ) preserves the quantum numbers N, M. Thus I (R 1 ←R 2 ) realises the Bogolyubov transformation (2.10), (2.12) as an intertwiner of the Heisenberg algebras.
We next want to understand the boundary entropy g ϑ that is present in I (R 1 ←R 2 ) as an overall normalisation factor from the point of view of Bogolyubov transformations. We first remind the reader some basic facts. Let a † i , a j be a collection (possibly infinite) of creation and annihilation operators satisfying the canonical commutation relations
A homogeneous canonical transformation can be written as
This transformation is called proper (or unitarily realisable) if there exists a unitary operator U such that a
Proper canonical transformations are usually called Bogolyubov transformations. It is known that (2.15) is proper if and only if the operator Ψ is Hilbert-Schmidt (see e.g. [23] ). In this case the operator ΦΦ * has the Fredholm determinant and the unitary operator U can be obtained from the matrix form generating functional
where θ is an arbitrary phase (see [23] formula (4.26)). Here for brevity we denoted by a the vector (a 1 , a 2 , . . . ) and by a * the vector (a *
the corresponding operator can be written in terms of the creation and annihilation operators as
n , and is implemented by a unitary operator U n with a symbol
The inverse operator has the symbol obtained by changing χ to −χ inŨ n .
Noting the relations
and comparing (2.20) with (2.7) we see that up to a divergent determinant the relation between a (formal) operator U = ∞ n=0 U n implementing the Bogolyubov transformation (2.10), (2.12) and the radius changing interface operator is
where
The determinant diverges because the complete canonical transformation (operating on all modes) is improper. The new vacuum has infinite norm. However we can define a renormalised determinant of the relevant operator ΦΦ † so that (det(
. Adding the zero mode contribution and using a heat kernel type regularisation we can write the regularised determinant as
1 − e −ǫ ) (2.24) Taking ǫ to zero and subtracting the 1/ǫ divergence in the exponent we obtain a renormalised value det ren (ΦΦ
The subtracted operator U although not being unitary in H R 2 satisfies the commutation relations (2.16) specifying the (improper) Bogolyubov transformation. From the point of view of boundary conformal field theory the value of the g-factor for a conformal boundary condition |B is fixed by Cardy constraint [24] B|e −2πH cl ǫ |B = Tr e −Hop/ǫ (2.27) where H cl and H op are the Hamiltonians corresponding to the τ -and σ-quantisations respectively. For an interface of the kind (2.22) realising a Bogolyubov transformation, condition (2.27) is equivalent to requiring that the subtracted overlap of the new vacuum |0 ′ = U|0 with itself is equal to one, which is a natural normalisation condition. The overlap with the old vacuum 0|0
′ then gives the value of the g-factor.
Fusion of I
The fusion of two matching interfaces:
, is obtained by placing the two interfaces on a cylinder separated by Euclidean distance ǫ and taking the subtracted limit
where H 2 is the Hamiltonian for the free boson with radius R 2 and d/ǫ is a Casimir energy counterterm. It can be represented by a picture Figure 3 : Fusion of two radius changing interfaces.
It was found in [21] that
and that
The interface I (R←R) is the identity operator. The set G = {I (R 1 ←R 2 ) |0 < R 1 , R 2 } thus forms a groupoid with respect to the fusion operation (2.30) with the identity element I (R←R) and the inverse defined as
We have a groupoid due to the fact that we can only fuse the interfaces with matching target and source spaces H R . The interface operators (2.7) however depend essentially only on the ratio of the radii R 1 /R 2 so that we can also associate with them a group whose elements are equivalence classes with respect to the relation:
This group is isomorphic to R 1 . It is particularly easy to see this using the hyperbolic angles χ parameterising the Bogolyubov transformations to label the equivalence classes. While the composition rule for the angles ϑ given by equation
is complicated, the hyperbolic angles satisfy simple addition rule:
Here we will show that I (R 1 ←R 2 ) can be obtained by starting with the theory with periodicity R 2 and perturbing it by the local radius changing operator
The Euclidean action functional changes by
The precise connection between the coupling λ and the ration R/R ′ depends on how we renormalise the perturbation theory divergences. One particular scheme emerges naturally when diagonalising the perturbed Hamiltonian on a cylinder.
In the τ -quantisation on the Euclidean cylinder configurations on the circle τ = 0 give the canonical representation of the radial quantisation Hilbert space. The perturbed Hamiltonian corresponding to (2.35) reads
Substituting the mode expansion (2.2) and integrating over σ we obtain
The perturbed Hamiltonian H ′ is diagonalised by a Bogolyubov transformation (2.10), (2.12) for which
so that
is the divergent vacuum energy shift. Here we regularised it by truncating the mode expansion at n = N. This kind of regularisation is natural for a truncated conformal space approach (TCSA) of [25] . The overall factor (cosh(2χ)) −1 in (2.39) gives energy scale renormalisation discussed in the context of TCSA in [26] , [27] . The energy rescaling was to be expected as the perturbation shifts the kinetic term in action.
From (2.12) we can express the coupling constant via the radii λ = − 1 2π
We note that this expression is different from the correspondence worked out in conformal perturbation theory in [28] , [29] where
The two schemes differ by a coupling constant reparameterisation. We note that the TCSA regularisation scheme breaks Lorentz invariance and quantities computed in it may be different from the ones obtained using a Lorentz invariant regulator [30] .
I
(R 1 ←R 2 ) and transport of states A change of radius for a free compact boson is an example of a marginal deformation of a conformal field theory. In operator formalism (see e.g. [31] or section 2 of [32]) a CFT is described in terms of surface states. Let Σ be a Riemann surface with punctures p 1 , . . . , p n and local coordinates z 1 , . . . , z n that vanish at the respective punctures. A CFT assigns to every such surface a surface state in an n-fold tensor product of the state space H: |Σ; z 1 , . . . , z n ∈ H ⊗ · · · ⊗ H. This state can be thought of being obtained by performing a functional integral over Σ minus parameterised circles around the puncture at each of which we have a copy of H defined in configuration space. A deformation of a given CFT can be described in terms of deformed surface states (see [32] and references within). The surface states can be deformed by integrating the deformation operator over the Riemann surface minus identical disks cut around the punctures. At the leading order the change in the surface states is
where the bra state φ(z)| corresponds to the deformation operator φ being inserted at z, the surface state |Σ; z 1 , . . . z n , z corresponds to the original surface Σ with punctures at z i and with an additional puncture at z = 0, and the integration is taken over Σ minus the unit discs cut out in the z i coordinates around the punctures p i . Associated with this deformation formula is a canonical flat connectionΓ on the deformation moduli space [33] , [34] which can be used to construct parallel transport of states between the undeformed and deformed state spaces. Formula (2.43) for the infinitesimal deformation generalises naturally to a finite deformation via standard perturbative expansion of exp( d 2 zφ(z)). It is clear that what we obtain is a collection of perturbation interfaces placed on circles around the punctures p i . In constructing the interfaces multiple collisions with the boundaries of the disks are regulated and divergences are subtracted. A second order linear divergence arising in integrating the connectionΓ was noted in section 7.1 of [34] . We note that it is the same as the leading order linear divergence in the g-factor of perturbation interfaces (defects) discussed in [35] , it is associated with the boundary identity field that lives on the boundary of the integration region.
It was shown in [33] that the Bogolyubov transformation (2.10), (2.12) is infinitesimally equivalent to the transport associated with the connectionΓ for the radius changing deformation of a free boson. Since we showed that (2.10) and (2.12) is realised by the interface I (R 1 ←R 2 ) it follows, assuming that the infinities associated with integratinĝ Γ are subtracted in accordance with the finite version of the Bogolyubov transformation (2.10), (2.12) , that this interface realises the (finite) transport associated with connectionΓ. As is clear from (2.7) any state in H R 2 with finitely many particles (oscillators) in mapped into into a state in H R 1 with infinitely many particles. In particular the vacuum is mapped into a squeezed state. In CFT language each primary is mapped into an infinite combination of descendants.
3 Fusion with D-branes.
As discussed in the introduction the conformal interface I (R 1 ←R 2 ) can be fused with a conformal boundary state |B R 2 using the subtracted limit
As a warmup we will work out in detail the fusion of I (R 1 ←R 2 ) with Dirichlet and Neumann branes. We will see that it gives again the Dirichlet and Neumann branes respectively at the new radius. The Dirichlet and Neumann boundary states are
2)
Here ψ 0 andψ 0 are the position and Wilson line moduli. For the fusion of the Dirichlet brane with I ϑ we find using (2.7)
where q = e −ǫ andÂ
are operators in H R 1 . Using integral representations
we obtain
Assuming C = 1 (that is R 1 = ∞) we can extract the leading divergence using EulerMaclaurin formula
The Casimir energy is thus
We note that for C > 0 (increasing the radius) E D is negative so that the fusion amplitude diverges while for C < 0 (decreasing the radius) E D > 0 so that the fusion amplitude goes to zero. The term 1 2 ln(1 − C) in the exponent is a shift of boundary entropy which corrects the g-factor of |D R 2 into that of |D R 1 . Thus
where the position modulus ψ 0 is rescaled by a factor R 2 /R 1 . For the fusion with the Neumann brane the analogous calculation gives
with the Wilson line modulusψ 0 rescaled by a factor R 1 /R 2 . The Casimir energy of the fusion is
which has the opposite sign to E D so that when the radius increases the fusion amplitude goes to zero. For generic radius the only D-branes with finite g-factor are the Dirichlet and Neumann branes and their superpositions [13] . Changing the radius transports these Dbranes to superpositions of the same kind. Looking at it perturbatively, the bulk perturbation corresponding to changing the radius does not trigger an RG flow on the boundary. At the radii given by R = p q R s.d. where p and q are integers and R s.d. = √ 2 is the self-dual radius there are exceptional D-branes. In particular at the self dual radius R = R s.d. the irreducible D-branes are parameterised by a group element g ∈ SU(2). We denote the corresponding boundary states as |g . As argued in [1] changing the radius for generic g (that does not correspond to Neumann or Dirichlet branes) induces a boundary RG flow. The end point of the flow is a Dirichlet brane if the new radius is larger and a Neumann brane if the new radius is smaller.
As discussed in section 2.2 the interfaces I (R ′ ←R) form a groupoid G with respect to the fusion operation. It may seem plausible that fusion with D-branes defines an action of G on the space of conformal boundary conditions. This would mean that the following rule holds
for all boundary states |B R 3 . This rule does hold for the Dirichlet and Nuemann branes but already for their superposition it breaks down. Thus, using (3.10), (3.13) we find
so that we cannot get back to the original boundary condition if we apply the inverse interface I (R 2 ←R 1 ) . This has the following RG flow interpretation. When we perturb the bulk theory by the radius changing operator the only relevant operator that appears in the bulk-to-boundary OPE in each of the two boundary components: |D R 2 , |N R 2 , is the corresponding component of identity: 1 D , 1 N . If we use the minimal subtraction scheme to remove the associated power divergences then the RG flow would leave each term in the superposition intact. If however we add finite counterterms then the couplings corresponding to 1 D and 1 N flow with the RG time which in general will result in one component exponentially dominating over the other. The Casimir energies (3.10), (3.13) correspond to a particular non-minimal RG scheme associated with I (R 1 ←R 2 ) in which the identity component couplings flow. This is an example of nontrivial functions β i (0) (λ), (for i corresponding to the fields 1 D , 1 N ) discussed in the introduction.
In general we believe that whenever the fusion of an interface with a boundary condition induces a non-trivial boundary RG flow the result of the fusion won't be invertible. In particular we expect that the fusion I (R← √ 2) • |g cannot be inverted for a generic g.
Fusion with exceptional branes at the self-dual radius
From now on we take R 2 = √ 2, R 1 ≡ R and study the fusion of I
(R← √
2) with the exceptional branes |g in more detail. At the self-dual radius the symmetry algebra is enlarged to su(2) 1 ⊕ su(2) 1 current algebra with holomorphic generators (2) group. For g ∈ SU(2) we will denote the corresponding operators acting in H √ 2 byĝ. We will focus on the exceptional branes with the boundary state
where for simplicity we will take ψ 0 = 0 and assume that
that corresponds to a group element
Here µ is a real parameter that runs from µ = 0 that corresponds to a Dirichlet brane, to µ = 1/2 that corresponds to a Neumann brane. This follows from the fact that the group element
realises the T-duality action via the correspondingT action. Note that
that gives the T-duality action on the boundary conditions labelled by µ. Most of our results below can be easily generalised to the general case witĥ g = e πi(µJ
where µ is complex and ν is real. At µ = 0 the value of ν gives the ψ 0 modulus while at |µ| = 1/2, ν = 0 we have a Neumann brane with the phase of µ specifyingψ 0 . To determine the fusion brane |I
2) • g R it is enough to determine its Ishibashi states content. To this end it is enough to study the overlaps
where |X R are Virasoro primaries of zero spin. Assuming R is not a rational of the self-dual radius the only spinless primary states with nonzero momentum are the states |N, 0 R , |0, M R . At zero momentum there are additional primaries of dimension h n = 1 2 n 2 , n ∈ Z which are U(1)-descendants of the vacuum. We will focus on the non-zero momentum primaries and the vacuum.
It will be instructive to start with an arbitrary U(1) primary and see how spin conservation works. It will be convenient to label the U(1) primaries in H √ 2 by their left and right momentum
Thus we consider the amplitudes
Performing the contractions in the anti-holomorphic sector (that commutes withĝ) we rewrite (3.24) as an amplitude in a tensor product of two holomorphic Fock spaces
To show that (3.26) is non-vanishing only if p L = ±p R . we rewrite it in terms of the su(2) current modes. We have
and similarly forā n ,ā † n . The su(2) algebra is
We can moveĝ through all of the creation operators to the right in (3.26) using
It follows then from (3.18) and the commutation relations (3.29) that (3.26) can be represented as a sum of amplitudes of the form
where each ǫ i = ± and the m j are integers such that their sum equals to zero: m j = 0. This means that the state J
R and charge p R + i ǫ i . Unless p R + i ǫ i = ±p R this state is a U(1) descendant and thus its inner product with p L | vanishes. (For the given weight there are only two U(1) primaries.) Note that the amplitude (3.26) for p L = −p R can be expressed in terms of the one with p L = p R with C changed to −C andĝ changed by multiplying it by the T-duality operatorT .
To summarise we have obtained
whereT p (ĝ; q, C) = T p (ĝT ; q, −C) (3.33) and the basic amplitude
is defined so that the trace is taken over the free boson representation space 5 of su (1) 1
Π p is the orthogonal projector on the chiral Fock subspace F p with momentum p, and N is the oscillator number operator
The amplitude T p L (ĝ; q, C) multiplies the Dirichlet type Ishibashi states |N, 0 R whilẽ T p L (ĝ; q, C) multiplies the Neumann type ones |0, M R . The q → 1 leading behaviour of these amplitudes determines which type of the two amplitudes survives in the fusion. So far we were not able to find a method to calculate T p (ĝ; q, C) to all orders in µ and C. Algebraically, the extra weighting C N proves to be tricky to take into account. Although L 0 commutes with both N andĝ, the operator N does not commute withĝ unless g is in the U(1) subgroup generated by J 3 0 . There is to the best of our knowledge no useful algebraic structure which includes both N and the representationĝ. In the next section we develop separate perturbation series in µ and C. This allows us to observe the RG logarithms and to see how they can be resummed in the complete amplitudes T p (ĝ; q, C). Later we calculate the T p (ĝ; q, 1) amplitudes non-perturbatively and find some evidence for the conjecture that fusion with I 
p (ĝ; q) we first calculate the amplitudes of the form
and then perform summations over n 1 , . . . , n k . To calculate (4.2) we first pullĝ through the oscillators to the right. Using (3.30) we rewrite (4.2) as
This amplitude can be calculated in the language of su(2) 1 representation using the representations of U(1) primary states
where n is a positive integer and the analogous representations for negative momenta. Charge zero amplitudes are particularly easy to evaluate. We find
The last expression contains a logarithmic divergence ln(1 − q). The coefficient at the divergence can be rewritten in terms of the matrix elements of g given in (3.19) . Denoting as in [1] 
we have sin 2 (2πµ) = 4|a| 2 |b| 2 . This matches with the logarithmic divergence in the perturbed 1-point function of : ∂φ∂φ : found in [1] (see section 3.1 in that paper, in particular formulas (3.11), (3.12)).
Other simple amplitudes that exhibit a logarithmic divergence are T
(ĝ; q) and
(ĝ; q). We find using (3.30)
Here D j m,n (g) are matrix elements of g in representation with spin j. Explicit formulas for them are known (see e.g. formula (3.4) in [14] ). For the case at hand the relevant matrix elements are given by (3.19)
It is not hard to see that these logarithmic divergences are associated with the first order perturbation divergences in the respective 1-point functions
To get a better picture consider the 1st order perturbation integral
Here we integrate over a half plane Imz ≥ 0 with a boundary condition specified by |g . This integral contains a logarithmic divergence that arises from the OPE
This divergence is therefore of the same origin as the divergence that gives raise to the leading term in the beta function (1.6) and comes from the bulk-to-boundary OPE. We note that the logarithm in T
1 √ 2 (ĝ; q) first appears at the order µ 2 while inT
(ĝ; q) it appears at µ 1 .
The fusion singularities in the vacuum sector
As discussed in the introduction although we do not know what kind of singularity to expect for a general amplitude T p (ĝ; q, C), for the vacuum amplitude T 0 (ĝ; q, C) we expect an essential singularity
0 in (4.6) we find that, assuming g(µ, C), E 0 (µ, C) have perturbative expansions in C, the leading corrections are
This means that the factor g(µ, C) has a non-trivial dependence on µ and thus the fusion of I (R← √ 2) with |g cannot reproduce the g-factor of either of the two conformal boundary conditions: |D R , |N R exactly but rather will multiply it by some function that depends on g ∈ SU(2). This picture is also supported by our C = 1 calculations in section 5.
Perturbation series in µ
Another perturbative expansion we can develop is in µ using the free boson representation of the currents (3.16) . Define the expansion coefficients
The su(2) Lie algebra generators are given by the U(1) charge J 3 0 and
where ǫ = ±. Expanding the exponential in (3.18) and using (4.21) we represent the amplitude T (2k) p (C; q) in terms of nested contour integrals of correlators on an annulus 1 > |z| > q:
where the contours of integration are circles with radii
and the sum over {ǫ i } goes over all distinct assignments ǫ i = ±1.
Normal ordering the product of exponentials and using (3.6), (3.7) we obtain
(4.25)
We can also rewrite
4.4 The amplitude T
p (C; q) and correction to fusion Casimir energy Specializing now to the first non-trivial case k = 1 we have
where T 2 (C; q) is defined in (4.25) and the contour integrals contribution is
where we used U(1) -charge conservation to set ǫ 1 ǫ 2 = −1. Expression (4.28) simplifies to a single contour integral
where the contour is a circle centred at the origin with a radius |ξ| such that q 2 < |ξ| < 1. The leading singularity of T (2) p (C; q) at q → 1 is of the form
where the residue A(C) gives the correction to the fusion Casimir energy ∆E 0 = 1 2 µ 2 A(C) (3.10). As shown in appendix A this correction is
where 33) and
This correction is second order in µ and contains all orders in C. At the order µ 2 C it matches with (4.19). We note that f (C)F (C)/δ > 0 so that ∆E 0 has the same sign as C. This sign is opposite to that of E D . Hence at the leading order the Casimir energy is shifted towards E N . At higher orders we expect to get some function interpolating between E D and E N . Unfortunately we do not know how to calculate this function nonperturbatively. Note that the leading correction E 0 came out to be independent of the momentum p. This means that (at least for small µ) a single multiplicative counterterm (as in 1.4) will retain all Dirichlet-type Ishibashi states.
Resummed RG logarithms
The RG logarithms that appear in the C-expansion (4.1) are also contained in the terms T (2k) p (C; q). In particular we checked 7 that we obtain the leading logarithm present in (4.7) at the order µ 2 by expanding T
0 (C; q) to the order C 2 . Another interesting quantity in which we can observe how the RG logarithms are resummed in power functions isT 1
(ĝ, C; q). The leading logarithm it contains was calculated in (4.14):T
We can also calculateT 1
(ĝ, C; q) to the first order in µ and to all orders in C. We haveT
Using (3.6), (3.7) we find
The first factor here contains the essential singularity at q = 1 that corresponds to the fusion Casimir energy (3.9), (3.10). The second factor (assuming C = 1) has a power singularity at q = 1:
Expanding this power function in series in C we recover at the leading order the logarithm (4.35). Hence the amplitudes T p (ĝ, C; q) contain RG logarithms resummed into power functions. Same methods that we used to analyse T
0 (C; q) (see section 4.4 and Appendix A) can be used to calculate the asymptotic forT
which we give here without details
We see that unlike the leading corrections T (2) p (C; q) for the Dirichlet type amplitudes which contain a simple pole, for the Neumann type amplitudes we get irrational power functions. Although we could not calculate asymptotics for any of the next corrections T (3) (C; q) we tried to glean more information from the next-to-leading order C-expansion amplitudeT
(ĝ; q) presented in Appendix B. We found that a power function different from the leading order must be present inT (3) (C; q). This leaves us with no good guess for the general form of the predexponential function A p (ǫ) in the asymptotics
Of course by T-duality the behaviour ofT p amplitudes near the Neumann brane µ = 1/2 is the same (up to switching the sign of C) as that of the Dirichlet type amplitudes T p near µ = 0.
C = 1
Calculating the fusion boils down to calculating the amplitudes
discussed after equation (3.34) . Although for generic value of C we are not aware of a method to calculate this quantity, we can do so at C = 1 where the additional weighting by the oscillator number N disappears. The value C = 1 formally corresponds to decompactifying the free boson, i.e. taking the radius R = ∞. The states with M = 0 have divergent conformal weights while the states with M = 0 and a finite N all tend to the vacuum state. To obtain a state with nonzero momentum p in H ∞ one would need to take states |N, 0 R with increasing N in such a way that the ratio N/R tends to p in the limit R 1 → ∞. Thus, the only state that remains intact when passing to infinite radius is the vacuum. The related vacuum amplitude T 0 (ĝ; q, 1) can be written as
where the trace is taken over H chiral given in (3.35) and q = e −2πt . As before we takeĝ to be given by (3.18), (3.19) .
The operatorĝe Computing the trace in this basis we obtain
is the Dedekind eta function. We further rewrite (5.5) in terms of Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind
Using the generating function
setting p = e iy and using
we further rewrite Z(t, µ) as The x-integral can be now taken via residues. After some tedious but straightforward calculations we obtain
At the Dirichlet point µ = 0 we have
while at the Neumann point µ = 1/2 the iǫ prescription in (5.10) gives us
Using the identity
we recast (5.13) as
which is the expected result for the Neumann brane.
For intermediate values 0 < µ < 1/2 we can obtain the t → 0 asymptotic of (5.11) using the saddle point approximation. The leading contribution to the integral in (5.11) comes from small regions near y = −πµ and y = πµ. We have
where K 1/4 stands for a modified Bessel function. Using the asymptotics
we finally obtain
While the exponent interpolates continuously between the Dirichlet and Neumann Casimir energies E D and E N as we vary µ, the predexponential factor blows up at µ = 1/2 that reflects a discontinuity: the limits µ → 1/2 and t → 0 do not commute. Apart from the µ-dependent constant prefactor 20) and the µ-dependent Casimir energy, the t → 0 singularity is qualitatively the same for all values 0 ≤ µ < 1/2. For all of these values the √ t vanishing factor is present. The value µ = 1/2 is special in that the √ t factor is absent. This discontinuity is qualitatively the same as the one we expect from the induced boundary RG flow discussed in the introduction: all branes with 0 ≤ µ < 1/2 flow to the Dirichlet brane while the Neumann brane (µ = 1/2) is transported to the Neumann brane at the new radius. The presence of the f (µ) factor is consistent with the conclusion made in section 4.2 that the fusion gives a Dirichlet or Neumann boundary state multiplied by a non-trivial function of µ and C.
Concluding remarks
In this paper we studied the fusion of a radius changing interface with an exceptional Dbrane. Our motivation was twofold -to make connection with bulk induced boundary RG flows and to get an insight into the fusion singularity structure in a symmetry breaking situation when topological defect methods seem to be of no use.
The radius changing interface depends on the radius related parameter C while the exceptional boundary state is parameterised by another parameter -µ. We have developed two different perturbative expansions in which one of the two parameters is treated non-perturbatively. The fusion process is essentially non-perturbative so that perturbative calculations are of limiting value. We did observe however how RG logarithms occur in the fusion process and how they get resummed into power singularities. This confirms our conjecture that the fusion describes the corresponding bulk induced boundary RG flow in a particular renormalisation scheme. We discussed potential ambiguities present in the induced flows in the introduction around formula (1.8). We also calculated the vacuum fusion amplitude non-perturbatively for C = 1 that corresponds to infinite radius deformation. This amplitude exhibits the same type of discontinuity as observed for the induced RG flows of [1] .
A complete non-perturbative control over fusion would be possible if one could calculate the traces T p (ĝ; q, C) defined in (3.34) as traces of certain operators in a chiral Fock space. We hope to make progress on this in the future. Among these amplitudes the vacuum fusion amplitude T 0 (ĝ; q, C) is special as we do know what singularity to expect in it. It also contains information on the g-factor. At first glance, gaining control over this amplitude could potentially be a stronger tool than g-theorem, as we would hope to get a prediction for the actual value of the infrared g-factor. However the infrared g-factor appears to be masked by an extra finite multiplicative renormalisation which emerges in the fusion process as discussed in section 4.2 and after formula (5.20) .
A Correction to fusion Casimir energy
For −1 < C < 1 the most singular part of (4.29) at q → 1 can be obtained by replacing I (2) p (C; q) byĨ Comparing this with (3.9), (3.10) we find the following correction to the fusion Casimir energy
B The amplitudeT
We havẽ 
